Below are the updates for activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of Sept, 23, 2013.................

*Gaut Pad – #4A, B, C, D turned into production. #4E, F, G waiting on horizontal rig.

*Mamont South 1 Pad - Drilled to TD vertically on all (5) wells. Rig moved to Shaw pad. Nabors M-62 horizontal commencing move to the pad.

*Shaw Pad – Drilled to vertical TD on #1C & #1B. Currently skidding rig to #1A (well 3 of 3). The rig will be moving off of MAWC property following this well.

*Mamont Pipeline – Clearing for pipeline is complete. No current activity due to waiting on permit modification approvals from DEP that are expected by the end of October.

*Mamont Compressor Site
- Hartman & Hartman are excavating the foundations for the building, half of the foundation has been excavated.
- The Electricians are working on the electrical control station at this time. They have hooked electricity up to the contractors job trailers on site.
- Pioneer Construction is torqueing the bolts on the header that arrived last week with the suction and discharge piping.
- USA Compression is hooking up the compressor piping from delivery of the compressors from last week.
- Fairmont Supply brought out a parts trailer and delivered on site today.
- Locator has located out all of the existing lines for future tie in points.